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Affect and emotion play an important role in our everyday lives: They are present whatever we do, wherever we are, and wherever we go, without us being aware of them for much of the time. When it comes to interaction, be it with humans, technology, or humans via technology, we suddenly become more aware of emotion, either by seeing the other’s emotional expression, or by not getting an emotional response while anticipating one.
 

Given this, it seems only sensible to explore affect and emotion in human-computer interaction, to investigate the underlying principles, to study the role they play, to develop methods to quantify them, and to finally build applications that make use of them. This is the research field for which, over ten years ago, Rosalind Picard coined the phrase "affective computing".

 

The present book provides an account of the latest work on a variety of aspects related to affect and emotion in human-technology interaction. It covers theoretical issues, user experience and design aspects as well as sensing issues, and reports on a number of affective applications that have been developed in recent years.
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The VueScan Bible: Everything You Need to Know for Perfect Scanning (English and English Edition)Rocky Nook, 2011

	
		VueScan is the world's most widely used software interface for digitizing film and prints on flatbed and film scanners. This powerful yet affordable program supports over 1500 scanners and 321 digital camera RAW file types, and is available for Mac OS X, Windows, and Linux.
		
		Much more than a simple scanner program, VueScan...
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C: From Theory to PracticeCRC Press, 2014

	Designed for a compulsory fundamental course, C: From Theory to Practice uses a hands-on approach to teach the C programming language, using numerous examples and a clear, concise presentation. Easy to use and classroom tested, this textbook includes more than 500 exercises and examples of progressive difficulty to help students in...
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Encyclopedia of Pain (3 volume set)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
 

"Preparing such a mammoth book must have been a massive task. Two editors, 35 section editors and over 500 contributors … all took part. … All-in-all, this encyclopedia is an outstandingly useful resource for clinicians and scientists. … this book could be equally recommended to major...
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Concepts of Modern Catalysis and KineticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Until now, the literature has offered a rather limited approach to the use of fundamental kinetics and their application to catalytic reactions. Subsequently, this book spans the full range from fundamentals of kinetics and heterogeneous catalysis via modern experimental and theoretical results of model studies to their equivalent large-scale...
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Brilliant BlackBerry Apps For Dummies (For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback))For Dummies, 2010

	You’re no dummy, and neither am I. The tongue-in-cheek title of For Dummies used for this book franchise is one of the world’s most successful oxymorons, like military intelligence or boneless ribs. You are smart enough to pick up this book because you know there are gaps in your knowledge. The publisher was smart enough to pay me...
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Citrix XenServer 6.0 Administration Essential GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Citrix XenServer is a complete, managed server virtualization platform built on the

	Xen hypervisor. You can use XenServer for virtualizing Microsoft Windows and

	Linux servers easily and efficiently.





	XenServer is the enterprise-ready, cloud-proven virtualization platform that contains

	all the capabilities required...
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